Pursuant to public notice and hearing, and in consideration of public comments received, the Arkansas Pollution Control and Ecology Commission hereby adopts Regulation No. 34, State Water Permit Regulation.

PROMULGATED THIS 26TH DAY OF AUGUST, 2011, BY ORDER OF THE ARKANSAS POLLUTION CONTROL AND ECOLOGY COMMISSION.

BY: ____________________________
   John Chamberlin, Chairman

ATTEST: __________________________
        Teresa Marks, Director

APPROVED: __________________________
           Mike Beebe, Governor

COMMISSIONERS:

__________ J. Bates  ___________ J. Shannon
__________ L. Bengal  ___________ L. Sickel
__________ S. Henderson  ___________ J. Simpson
__________ D. Hendrix  ___________ W. Thompson
__________ S. Jorgenson  ___________ B. White
__________ D. Samples  ___________ R. Young

__________ Submitted by: Jamie Ewing  DATE PASSED: August 26, 2011
John Chamberlin, Chair